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This book examines Florida crime novelists through interviews with several contemporary mystery writers, all of whom have based many of
their stories in the Keys, Miami, the Everglades, or other locations throughout the state. Included are The Mango Opera s Tom Corcoran,
Florida Roadkill s Tim Dorsey, and Wreckers Key s Christine Kling, among 21 others. Organized alphabetically, separate entries give a
biographical sketch of each author before a transcript of each interview.
A panoramic social history of hurricanes in the Caribbean The diverse cultures of the Caribbean have been shaped as much by hurricanes as
they have by diplomacy, commerce, or the legacy of colonial rule. In this panoramic work of social history, Stuart Schwartz examines how
Caribbean societies have responded to the dangers of hurricanes, and how these destructive storms have influenced the region's history,
from the rise of plantations, to slavery and its abolition, to migrations, racial conflict, and war. Taking readers from the voyages of Columbus
to the devastation of Hurricane Katrina, Schwartz looks at the ethical, political, and economic challenges that hurricanes posed to the
Caribbean’s indigenous populations and the different European peoples who ventured to the New World to exploit its riches. He describes
how the United States provided the model for responding to environmental threats when it emerged as a major power and began to exert its
influence over the Caribbean in the nineteenth century, and how the region’s governments came to assume greater responsibilities for
prevention and relief, efforts that by the end of the twentieth century were being questioned by free-market neoliberals. Schwartz sheds light
on catastrophes like Katrina by framing them within a long and contentious history of human interaction with the natural world. Spanning more
than five centuries and drawing on extensive archival research in Europe and the Americas, Sea of Storms emphasizes the continuing role of
race, social inequality, and economic ideology in the shaping of our responses to natural disaster.
Winner of the 2005 Ottawa Book Award for Non-fiction , the 2005 University of British Columbia Award for Best Canadian Biography, and the
Canadian Railroad Historical Association Award for Best Railway Book of the Year. William Van Horne was one of North America’s most
accomplished men. Born in Illinois in 1843, he became a prominent railway figure in the United States before coming to Canada in 1881 to
become general manager of the fledgling Canadian Pacific Railway. Van Horne pushed through construction of the CPR’s transcontinental
line and went on to become company president. He also became one of Canada’s foremost financiers and art collectors, capping his career
by opening Cuba’s interior with a railway.
Offers a comprehensive look at the history of the state of Florida, from its discovery, exploration, and settlement through its becoming a state,
to notable events in the early twenty-first century.
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The Red Hills region of south Georgia and north Florida contains one of the most biologically diverse ecosystems in North America, with
longleaf pine trees that are up to four hundred years old and an understory of unparalleled plant life. At first glance, the longleaf woodlands at
plantations like Greenwood, outside Thomasville, Georgia, seem undisturbed by market economics and human activity, but Albert G. Way
contends that this environment was socially produced and that its story adds nuance to the broader narrative of American conservation. The
Red Hills woodlands were thought of primarily as a healthful refuge for northern industrialists in the early twentieth century. When notable
wildlife biologist Herbert Stoddard arrived in 1924, he began to recognize the area's ecological value. Stoddard was with the federal
government, but he drew on local knowledge to craft his land management practices, to the point where a distinctly southern, agrarian form of
ecological conservation emerged. This set of practices was in many respects progressive, particularly in its approach to fire management and
species diversity, and much of it remains in effect today. Using Stoddard as a window into this unique conservation landscape, Conserving
Southern Longleaf positions the Red Hills as a valuable center for research into and understanding of wildlife biology, fire ecology, and the
environmental appreciation of a region once dubbed simply the "pine barrens."
Indianapolis Monthly is the Circle City’s essential chronicle and guide, an indispensable authority on what’s new and what’s news. Through
coverage of politics, crime, dining, style, business, sports, and arts and entertainment, each issue offers compelling narrative stories and
lively, urbane coverage of Indy’s cultural landscape.

In the tradition of The Wire, the harrowing story of the cinematic transformation of Miami, one of America’s most bustling cities—rife
with a drug epidemic, a burgeoning refugee crisis, and police brutality—from journalist and award-winning author Nicholas Griffin
Miami, Florida, famed for its blue skies and sandy beaches, is one of the world’s most popular vacation destinations, with nearly
twenty-three million tourists visiting annually. But few people have any idea how this unofficial capital of Latin America came to be.
The Year of Dangerous Days is a fascinating chronicle of a pivotal but forgotten year in American history. With a cast that includes
iconic characters such as Jimmy Carter, Fidel Castro, and Janet Reno, this slice of history is brought to life through intertwining
personal stories. At the core, there’s Edna Buchanan, a reporter for the Miami Herald who breaks the story on the wrongful
murder of a black man and the shocking police cover-up; Captain Marshall Frank, the hardboiled homicide detective tasked with
investigating the murder; and Mayor Maurice Ferré, the charismatic politician who watches the case, and the city, fall apart. On a
roller coaster of national politics and international diplomacy, these three figures cross paths as their city explodes in one of the
worst race riots in American history as more than 120,000 Cuban refugees land south of Miami, and as drug cartels flood the city
with cocaine and infiltrate all levels of law enforcement. In a battle of wills, Buchanan has to keep up with the 150 percent murder
rate increase; Captain Frank has to scrub and rebuild his homicide bureau; and Mayor Ferré must find a way to reconstruct his
smoldering city. Against all odds, they persevere, and a stronger, more vibrant Miami begins to emerge. But the foundation of this
new Miami—partially built on corruption and drug money—will have severe ramifications for the rest of the country. Deeply
researched and covering many timely issues including police brutality, immigration, and the drug crisis, The Year of Dangerous
Days is both a clarion call and a re-creation story of one of America’s most iconic cities.
Traditional Chinese edition of Every Crooked Pot. For a teenager, the birthmark on her face is disastrous. Because of it, her life
was ruined! So she believes. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Chinese translation of the first Harry Potter book.
Who is a Yankee and where did the term come from? Join author Jim McNiven as he explores the emergence and influence of
Yankee culture while traversing an old transcontinental highway reaching from the Atlantic to the Pacific—US 20, which he
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nicknames "The Yankee Road." The Yankee Road: Tracing the Journey of the New England Tribe that Created Modern America
combines fascinating history with a travel narrative, taking the reader on a journey through the places Yankees and their
descendants settled as they expanded westward. Using a physical road to connect locations important to the Yankee cultural
"road," McNiven takes us on side trips into individual stories, introducing readers to the origins of such large-scale and diverse
ideas as conservation, public education, telegraphy, mass production, religion, and labor reform. This second volume of a
projected trilogy, Domination, centers on the growth of industry around the Great Lakes in the mid-nineteenth century into the
twentieth century, something that led to the Yankee victory in the Civil War and the emergence of the reunited country as a major
world power. Erastus Corning, Ida Tarbell, John Brown, JD Rockefeller, Henry Flagler, Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, the Kellogg
brothers, the Wright brothers and Judge Gary, all make appearances.
No book exists specifically on the famous, popular ‘name’ trains that used to run on the New Zealand rail network. The AucklandOpua Express once carried passengers to the Bay of Islands, the Onehunga Boat Train used to be part of the main route between
Auckland and Wellington, and the Rotorua Limited enabled tourists and the well-to-do to take the waters in Rotorua. Later trains
like the Silver Star and Northerner - even the Kaimai, Geyserland and Bay Expresses, withdrawn in 2001 - had a distinctive
character too.Last Train to Paradise describes the halcyon days of New Zealand rail, some of which the author was fortunate
enough to experience personally. The ‘name’ trains and journeys cover a considerable period of New Zealand’s history, from the
late 1800s, through the ‘golden’ era of train travel (the first four decades of the 20th century), and conclude with the introduction
of new services in the last half of the century. The railway lines described in the book cover every part of the country – and some
that have almost been erased from popular memory. Almost everyone in the first half of the 20th century travelled by train –
including royalty. In 1869 the first royal train journey from Lyttelton to Christchurch carried the Duke of Edinburgh; the first fullyfledged royal train carrying the Duke and Duchess of Cornwall (the future King George V and Queen Mary) plied the route of the
Rotorua Limited and the South Island Express; in 1920 the Prince of Wales traversed the country by train with Lord Louis
Mountbatten. In 1927 the Duke and Duchess of York (the future King George VI and Queen Elizabeth) travelled more than 1700
miles by royal train. Other distinguished visitors whose stories will be told in the book include the English comedian J.L.Toole and
his company (1890), Australian poet Will Lawson, singers Dame Nellie Melba, Dame Clara Butt, Irish tenor John McCormack and
Russian bass Feodor Chaliapin, Polish pianist Ignace Paderewski, ‘March King’ John Philip Sousa and his band, ballerina Anna
Pavlova, the 17-year-old violinist Yehudi Menuhin, writers Rudyard Kipling, Zane Grey and George Bernard Shaw, and actors
Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh. The book will include a wide variety of fascinating and unfamiliar photographs, not just of the
trains themselves but also of the people who travelled in them.
By the start of the twentieth century railroads crisscrossed the nation, yet there were still those who believed that the railroad
network in the United States was far from complete. Residents of small towns lacking rail access lobbied hard for steam and
electric roads to serve their communities, and investors eagerly started new ventures that would fill the gaps in the railway map.
While some of these roads enjoyed a degree of success, most of them were financial flops even before the rise of the highway
system made them obsolete.In Twilight Rails, H. Roger Grant—one of the leading railroad historians working today—documents the
stories of eight Midwestern carriers that appeared at the end of the railroad building craze. When historians have reflected on
these “twilight” carriers, they have suggested that they were relevant only as examples of unwise business ventures. Grant finds
that even the weakest railroads were important to the communities they served; the arrival of the railroad was cause for great
celebration as residents were finally connected to the outside world. A railroad’s construction pumped money into local
economies, farmers and manufacturers gained access to better markets, and the excitement generated by a new line often
increased land values and inspired expansion of local businesses. Even the least financially successful carriers, Grant argues,
managed to significantly improve their local economies.This thorough and highly accessible history provides a fascinating look at
the motivations, accomplishments, and failures of the twilight carriers, granting a new breath of life to this neglected aspect of
American railway history.
Life improves under the economic system often called "entrepreneurial capitalism" or "creative destruction," but more accurately
called "innovative dynamism." Openness to Creative Destruction: Sustaining Innovative Dynamism shows how innovation occurs
through the efforts of inventors and innovative entrepreneurs, how workers on balance benefit, and how good policies can
encourage innovation. The inventors and innovative entrepreneurs are often cognitively diverse outsiders with the courage and
perseverance to see and pursue serendipitous discoveries or slow hunches. Arthur M. Diamond, Jr. shows how economies grow
where innovative dynamism through leapfrog competition flourishes, as in the United States from roughly 1830-1930. Consumers
vote with their feet for innovative new goods and for process innovations that reduce prices, benefiting ordinary citizens more than
the privileged elites. Diamond highlights that because breakthrough inventions are costly and difficult, patents can be fair rewards
for invention and can provide funding to enable future inventions. He argues that some fears about adverse effects on labor
market are unjustified, since more and better new jobs are created than are destroyed, and that other fears can be mitigated by
better policies. The steady growth in regulations, often defended on the basis of the precautionary principle, increases the costs to
potential entrepreneurs and thus reduces innovation. The "Great Fact" of economic history is that after at least 40,000 years of
mostly "poor, nasty, brutish, and short" humans in the last 250 years have started to live substantially longer and better lives.
Diamond increases understanding of why.
Florida was the first region of the United States to be discovered, explored, and, after a fashion, settled by Euroamericans. Its
population in the early 21st century is approaching 17 million. Within years the number of people living in the state will surpass
those living in New York, and the Sunshine State will become the most populous area east of the Mississippi. The first book in
English about Florida was written by Jean Ribault. A French adventurer, Ribault established a colony of Huguenots near presentday Jacksonville. He was captured by the very able Spanish commander Pedro Menendez, who ordered his French rival and all
his minions killed. The state’s long and colorful past is matched by its equally long and colorful literary production. Strangely,
critical assessment of Florida literature has lagged far behind. With this volume, the Florida College English Association has
formally begun an effort to correct this lamentable oversight. Included are papers on every aspect of Florida literature and history
by scholars from every part of the state who are employed in every kind of institution of higher learning. Of special interest are the
studies of Florida literature in the 19th century and in the late 20th and early 21st centuries, areas that are generally ignored in
national journals. The papers on the contributions of African-American literary figures, such as Zora Hurston and James Weldon
Johnson, are noteworthy. Of particular interest are the suggestions for teaching Florida studies in the classroom, which can be
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adapted for high school as well as college students.

A delightful romp through America’s Golden Age of Cocktails The decades following the American Civil War burst with invention—they saw
the dawn of the telephone, the motor car, electric lights, the airplane—but no innovation was more welcome than the beverage heralded as the
“cocktail.” The Gilded Age, as it came to be known, was the Golden Age of Cocktails, giving birth to the classic Manhattan and martini that
can be ordered at any bar to this day. Scores of whiskey drinks, cooled with ice chips or cubes that chimed against the glass, proved doubly
pleasing when mixed, shaken, or stirred with special flavorings, juices, and fruits. The dazzling new drinks flourished coast to coast at
sporting events, luncheons, and balls, on ocean liners and yachts, in barrooms, summer resorts, hotels, railroad train club cars, and private
homes. From New York to San Francisco, celebrity bartenders rose to fame, inventing drinks for exclusive universities and exotic locales.
Bartenders poured their liquid secrets for dancing girls and such industry tycoons as the newspaper mogul William Randolph Hearst and the
railroad king “Commodore” Cornelius Vanderbilt. Cecelia Tichi offers a tour of the cocktail hours of the Gilded Age, in which industry,
innovation, and progress all take a break to enjoy the signature beverage of the age. Gilded Age Cocktails reveals the fascinating history
behind each drink as well as bartenders’ formerly secret recipes. Though the Gilded Age cocktail went “underground” during the Prohibition
era, it launched the first of many generations whose palates thrilled to a panoply of artistically mixed drinks.
This ten-volume encyclopedia explores the social history of 20th-century America in rich, authoritative detail, decade by decade, through the
eyes of its everyday citizens. • Entries covering the lives and contributions of ordinary citizens, social movements, religion, culture, the arts,
economic and labor issues, and other aspects of American life across the 20th century • Contributions by accomplished researchers in the
field of American social history • Sidebars providing additional emphasis on important issues and less well-known personalities • Detailed
timelines for every decade, incorporating famous events with pivotal moments that changed the lives of everyday citizens • A thematically
organized index for each of the encyclopedia's ten volumes
In the aftermath of the Civil War, the Lost Cause gave white southerners a new collective identity anchored in the stories, symbols, and rituals
of the defeated Confederacy. Historians have used the idea of civil religion to explain how this powerful memory gave the white South a
unique sense of national meaning, purpose, and destiny. The civil religious perspectives of everyone else, meanwhile, have gone unnoticed.
Arthur Remillard fills this void by investigating the civil religious discourses of a wide array of people and groups--blacks and whites, men and
women, northerners and southerners, Democrats and Republicans, as well as Catholics, Protestants, and Jews. Focusing on the Wiregrass
Gulf South region--an area covering north Florida, southwest Georgia, and southeast Alabama--Remillard argues that the Lost Cause was
but one civil religious topic among many. Even within the white majority, civil religious language influenced a range of issues, such as
progress, race, gender, and religious tolerance. Moreover, minority groups developed sacred values and beliefs that competed for space in
the civil religious landscape.
Florida has the longest recorded history of any state, dating back to the journeys of Spanish conquistadores in the early sixteenth century.
From the voyages of Ponce de León to the dawn of the Space Age, Florida has played an important role in the history of the United States.
This concise history shows Florida's evolution from European colony to American state and jewel of the Sunbelt. It chronicles the struggles
between the United States and Spain, the trauma of the Civil War, and the great booms of development in the twentieth century, as well as
how Floridians have grappled with the problems of over development in the 'Sunshine State'. Over 50 illustrations, photographs, and maps
enrich this text, which is perfect for the vacationer, the student, and all curious readers.
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It has become more and more accepted that nature conservation is not possible without taking into account human activities. Thus an
integrated approach to both the natural and cultural heritage is being encouraged and developed. Gathering a number of distinguished
authors with diverse backgrounds (from a religious leader to academics to conservation scientists), the book aims to investigate the
relationship between human beings and nature, between nature and culture. Looking at nature as ‘heritage’ of the human race is a
recognition both of the tremendous impacts (both positive and negative) that human activities have had on the natural environment, as well
as the acceptance of human responsibility for managing our planet in a sustainable and sensitive manner. The texts included examine this
interface between human beings and nature in specific places (from the Everglades in Florida and Mont Saint Micelle in Atlantic France, to
the UK, Europe and the Mediterranean), as well as on a theoretical basis, and in the context of the international biodiversity conventions.
Stories of two men named Henry who loved Florida and built railroads which brought growth and development to Florida.
Originally published: New York: Walker & Co., c2004.
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Covering legendary and obscure intercity passenger trains in a dozen Southeastern states, this book details the golden
age of train travel. The story begins with the inception of steam locomotives in 1830 in Charleston, South Carolina,
continuing through the mid–1930s changeover to diesel and the debut of Amtrak in 1971 to the present. Throughout, the
book explores the technological achievements, the romance and the economic impact of traveling on the tracks. Other
topics include contemporary museums and excursion trains; the development of commuter rails, monorails, light rails,
and other intracity transit trains; the social impact of train travel; and historical rail terminals and facilities. The book is
supplemented with more than 160 images and 10 appendices.
Christopher Knowlton, author of Cattle Kingdom and former Fortune writer, takes an in-depth look at the spectacular
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Florida land boom of the 1920s and shows how it led directly to the Great Depression. The 1920s in Florida was a time of
incredible excess, immense wealth, and precipitous collapse. The decade there produced the largest human migration in
American history, far exceeding the settlement of the West, as millions flocked to the grand hotels and the new cities that
rose rapidly from the teeming wetlands. The boom spawned a new subdivision civilization—and the most egregious largescale assault on the environment in the name of “progress.” Nowhere was the glitz and froth of the Roaring Twenties
more excessive than in Florida. Here was Vegas before there was a Vegas: gambling was condoned and so was
drinking, since prohibition was not enforced. Tycoons, crooks, and celebrities arrived en masse to promote or exploit this
new and dazzling American frontier in the sunshine. Yet, the import and deep impact of these historical events have
never been explored thoroughly until now. In Bubble in the Sun Christopher Knowlton examines the grand artistic and
entrepreneurial visions behind Coral Gables, Boca Raton, Miami Beach, and other storied sites, as well as the darker
side of the frenzy. For while giant fortunes were being made and lost and the nightlife raged more raucously than
anywhere else, the pure beauty of the Everglades suffered wanton ruination and the workers, mostly black, who built and
maintained the boom, endured grievous abuses. Knowlton breathes dynamic life into the forces that made and wrecked
Florida during the decade: the real estate moguls Carl Fisher, George Merrick, and Addison Mizner, and the once-in-acentury hurricane whose aftermath triggered the stock market crash. This essential account is a revelatory—and
riveting—history of an era that still affects our country today.
Provides incisive reviews of more than 300 recommended novels and short-story collections set in Florida. Numerous
Florida fiction writers, past and present, are represented in the book, including such diverse talents as Edna Buchanan,
Harry Crews, Connie May Fowler, and others.--Excerpted from book cover.
As a vital and growing literary genre, nonfiction impacts bestseller lists, writing programs, writersO workshops, and
academic conferences on creative writing, composition/rhetoric, and literature. In a lively exploration of its poetics, The
NonfictionistOs Guide examines the elements of contemporary nonfiction and suggests imaginative approaches to writing
it. Beginning with a new definition of nonfiction and explanation of the nonfiction motive, Robert Root guides both readers
and writers through the innovative and stimulating ways we write nonfiction now.
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Presents an alphabetically-arranged reference to the history of business and industry in the United States. Includes
selected primary source documents.
Instant New York Times bestseller One of Bustle's Most Anticipated Books of Summer 2020 "The perfect riveting
summer read!"--BookBub In 1935 three women are forever changed when one of the most powerful hurricanes in history
barrels toward the Florida Keys. For the tourists traveling on Henry Flagler's legendary Overseas Railroad, Labor Day
weekend is an opportunity to forget the economic depression gripping the nation. But one person's paradise can be
another's prison, and Key West-native Helen Berner yearns to escape. After the Cuban Revolution of 1933 leaves Mirta
Perez's family in a precarious position, she agrees to an arranged marriage with a notorious American. Following her
wedding in Havana, Mirta arrives in the Keys on her honeymoon. While she can't deny the growing attraction to her new
husband, his illicit business interests may threaten not only her relationship, but her life. Elizabeth Preston's trip to Key
West is a chance to save her once-wealthy family from their troubles after the Wall Street crash. Her quest takes her to
the camps occupied by veterans of the Great War and pairs her with an unlikely ally on a treacherous hunt of his own.
Over the course of the holiday weekend, the women's paths cross unexpectedly, and the danger swirling around them is
matched only by the terrifying force of the deadly storm threatening the Keys.
Describes the efforts of ambitious entrepreneur Henry Flagler to construct a railway that would connect Key West to the
mainland, from the design and engineering of the project to the 1935 hurricane that destroyed the railway.
Chronicles the landmark 1939 concert, offers insight into the period's racial climate, describes Eleanor Roosevelt's
resignation from the DAR for barring Anderson's performances, and pays tribute to the singer's significant contributions.
Tropical Whites explains how the tropical beach resort came to symbolize the iconic vacation landscape. Catherine
Cocks argues that the tourism industry romanticized and commodified tropical nature in the global South, ultimately
legitimizing cultural pluralism and concepts of modern identity.
Since 1906, Palm Beach Life has been the premier showcase of island living at its finest — fashion, interiors, landscapes,
personality profiles, society news and much more.
Blending literature and travel, this book offers a look at 15 U.S. destinations featured in the works of famous writers.
Designed as a guide to help avid bibliophiles experience, in person, the places they've only read about, award-winning
journalist Terri Peterson Smith takes readers on lively tours that include a Mark Twain inspired steamboat cruise on the
Mississippi, a Devil in the White City view of Chicago in the Gilded Age, a voyage through the footsteps of the immigrants
and iconoclasts of San Francisco, and a look at low country Charleston's rich literary tradition. With advice on planning
stress-free group travel and lit trip tips for novices, this resource also features &“beyond the book&” experiences, such
as Broadway shows, Segway tours, and kayaking, making it a one-of-a-kind reference for anyone who wants to extend
the experience of a great read.
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